
It’s so much more than a scrubbing tool for  
Minimum Data Set (MDS) assessments! With  
ABILITY CAREWATCH, you’ll have the right tools 
to simplify quality management and strengthen  
your business across the enterprise. 

Do these sound familiar?

• Are we missing reimbursement opportunities?

• What would another set of eyes be worth?

• Does our documentation support the care provided?

Thousands of skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) across the 
United States rely on ABILITY CAREWATCH to help 
them improve resident assessment data accuracy and 
enhance care plans via analysis of the MDS. ABILITY 
CAREWATCH helps you prepare for surveys, obtain 
correct reimbursement, lower costs and enhance 
resident quality of life.

Get more accurate MDS 
assessments and higher 
reimbursements 

•  Catch MDS issues early and
boost assessment accuracy

•  Find untapped, 
justifiable revenue

•  Summarize by location,
by state and more

 Reduce survey citations 

•  Spot risks for survey tags

• Identify mismatches in logic

• Easily identify errors for
resolution

• Transmit MDS
assessments to CMS

• Manage 802 and 672 reports

Drive continuous improvement

•  Drive QAPI initiatives

•  Monitor your 5-Star quality
rating status

• Compare results with targets

•  Compare with state and
national levels

• Prioritize training needs

• Decrease readmissions

PERFECTING REVENUE, SURVEYS,  
MDS AND QAPI

ABILITY CAREWATCH®

ADVANTAGES FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

For more information on ABILITY CAREWATCH or to join us for an online demo, contact us: 
888.895.2649   |   info@abilitynetwork.com

https://www.caqh.org/core/core-certified-organizations-pending-and-current
https://www.ehnac.org/accredited-organizations/
https://www.ehnac.org/accredited-organizations/
info@abilitynetwork.com


Logic flags – Ensure MDS integrity and  
accuracy through a series of logic checks that  
call out inconsistencies in your assessments 
BEFORE you submit them to CMS, allowing 
you to make corrections or compile appropriate 
justification documentation.

Transmission Watch – Transmit assessments 
directly to CMS via ABILITY CAREWATCH;  
receive feedback, validation and CASPER reports 
all in one place.

Quality measures – Track, trend and monitor  
QMs through a series of reports and charts 
designed to identify where your facility stands 
in relation to state norms and other ABILITY 
CAREWATCH facilities.

Monitor acute care readmissions – Track your 
rate of re-entries; review admissions and  
discharge assessments; review lengths of stay 
between admissions and discharges; identify 
residents at risk, and monitor diagnosis trends.

Clinical Watch pages – Monitor and track resident 
status as “Improved” or “Deteriorated” so you can 
identify needed interventions.

Customized state-specific Medicaid  
watch pages – Actively manage Medicaid 
payment, increase services to your residents, and 
ensure appropriate reimbursement for your facility.

Most current assessment data – As MDS 
assessments are entered into ABILITY 
CAREWATCH, the data is pulled into the reports  
for the date range you select, giving you online 
access to your 802 and 672 reports and a history 
of any changes made.

Enterprise reporting – Review the most common 
flags triggered, benchmark against other ABILITY 
CAREWATCH facilities, compare QMs, and 
review the timeliness of MDS assessments and 
transmissions.

Revenue potential – View your HIPPS codes 
before transmitting your assessment and plan 
ahead for the next MDS; optimize resident care 
and proper reimbursement for your services and 
care.

Easy implementation, with minimal  
IT involvement – ABILITY web-based services 
are compatible with current versions of  
industry-leading browsers.

ABILITY CAREWATCH®

APPLICATION FEATURES
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The myABILITY Platform
Connect to all of your ABILITY services via myABILITY, a SaaS delivery platform that 
gives you on-demand access to everything you need. Whether you need quality analytics, 
eligibility and claims, revenue cycle management or workforce management services, 
ABILITY can help your clinical, financial, operational and administrative areas work more 
effectively and efficiently.

http://www.abilitynetwork.com

